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Abstract-We show how to reach high fidelity NOON states with a high count rate 
inside optical interferometers. Recently it has been shown that by mixing squeezed and 
coherent light at a beamsplitter it is possible to generate NOON states of arbitrary N 
with a fidelity as high as 94%. (Afek I. et al. Science 328, 879 (2010)). The scheme is 
based on higher order interference between “quantum” down-converted light and 
“classical” coherent light. However, this requires optimizing the amplitude ratio of 
classical to quantum light thereby limiting the overall count rate for the interferometric 
super-resolution signal. We propose using coherent-beam-stimulated non-collinear 
down converted light as input to the interferometer. Our scheme is based on stimulation 
of non-collinear parametric down conversion by two-mode coherent light. We have 
somehow a better flexibility of choosing the amplitude ratio in generating NOON states. 
This enables super-resolution intensity exceeding the previous scheme by many orders 
of magnitude. Therefore we hope to improve the magnitude of N-fold super-resolution 
in quantum interferometry for arbitrary N by using bright light sources. We give some 
results for N=4 and 5.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Parametric down conversion (PDC) is a process that is used to produce light 
possessing strong quantum features. Photon pairs generated by this process show 
entanglement with respect to different physical attributes such as time of arrival [1] and 
states of polarization [2]. They are increasingly being utilized for very basic 
experiments to test the foundation of quantum mechanics and to do quantum 
information processing [2-4]. It is also recognized that entangled photon pairs could be 
useful in many practical applications in precision metrology involving e.g. 
interferometry [5, 7, 8, 22], imaging [9, 10], lithography [11-14] , spectroscopy [15] and 
magnetometry[16]. There is a proposal [17] to use electromagnetic fields in NOON 
states to improve the sensitivity of measurements by a factor of N. In terms of photon 
number states, a two-mode field can be written as a superposition of two maximally 
distinguishable N-photon states  
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Some implementations of this state exist [18]. The N- photon coherence is optimally 
sensitive to small phase shifts between the two modes. In particular, the use of photon 
pairs in interferometers allows phases to be measured to the precision in the Heisenberg 
limit where uncertainty scales as 1/N [19] as compared to the shot noise limit where it 
scales as N/1 . This means that for large number of particles, a dramatic improvement 
in measurement resolution should be possible. There are various methods for generating 
path entangled states with arbitrary numbers of photons. Recently Afek et al [20] 
experimentally realized high fidelity NOON states for N=2,3,4 and 5 in a single setup. 
They realized the idea introduced by Hoffmann and Ono [21] by mixing coherent state 
and squeezed vacuum at a 50/50 beam-splitter in two input ports. The NOON state 
fidelity of the output state can be optimized by tuning the relative strength of photon 
fluxes between the two input modes.  This optimization limits the overall photon flux to 
lower count rates.  
In this letter, we propose a new idea [22] using stimulated parametric processes 
along with spontaneous ones to produce path entangled states of arbitrarily high photon 
number N with fidelities greater than 90% at strong gain regime. The stimulated 
processes enhance the count rate by several orders of magnitude. We use coherent 
beams at the signal and the idler frequencies.We further find that the phases of coherent 
fields can also be used as tuning knobs to control both the fidelity and the magnitude of 
NOON state intensity.  It may be borne in mind that the process of non-collinear 
spontaneous parametric down conversion has been a work horse for the last two decades 
in understanding a variety of issues in quantum physics and in applications in the field 
of imaging. 
 
II. THE QUANTUM INTERFEROMETER USING COHERENT 
BEAM STIMULATED PDC 
 
We now describe the idea and the results of preliminary calculations that support 
the above assertion. Consider  the scheme shown in Fig. 1. Here  1a  and 1b are the 
signal and idler modes driven by the coherent fields. The usual case of spontaneous 
parametric down conversion is recovered by setting 000   . The   is the phase 
introduced by the object or by an interferometer. For down conversion of type II the 
signal and idler would be two photons in two different states of polarization. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. The setup for the quantum interferometer using coherent beam stimulated PDC. The 
modes 1a and 1b are driven by coherent beams 0 , 0 and non-collinear PDC modes. They 
enter the Mach-Zehnder interferometer through the first beam splitter (BS) and at the exit BS 
they are detected in a coincidence measurement by the photon number resolving detectors.  
 
The input state before the first splitter is defined by  
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where 0|  is the two-mode vacuum state. The two-mode down conversion operator, 
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is characterized by a real gain parameter  r , and phase,  that determines the phase of 
the down converted photons. The two-mode displacement operator  
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is a product of displacement operators for each mode. The input state in the Schrödinger 
picture can be written as the following superposition,  
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where N|  is the N-photon component given by,   
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produce two-photon NOON state by using Hong-Ou-Mandel scheme [23]. However for 
N>2, we need some extra parameters to cancel the unwanted terms inside the 
interferometer. This can be done by using coherent states as seeds initially in the 
vacuum modes of the non-collinear down conversion (see Fig 1). When the stimulation 
is on, the coefficients C(m,n) become also functions of coherent field amplitude and 
phase and can be expressed in a closed form. We take  ie||00   and 0 for 
simplicity. We use the phase of coherent fields,  , for controlling the interference 
between coherent state and down converted photons. The creation of an ideal NOON 
state would require elimination of all the non-NOON components after the first beam 
splitter. By tuning the parameters available in the scheme, we can reach this with a very 
high fidelity using multiphoton interference. The fidelity of the output state’s 
normalized N photon component with a NOON state is  
2||||  normNBSN UNOONF  
where BSU  is the beam-splitter unitary transformation and 
norm
N|  is given in Eq. (6) 
with a normalization constant. The interferometric phase measurement is done by the 
photon number resolving detection (Fig. 1). For example, for four-fold resolution 
enhancement we use four single photon counting modules are used in coincidence 
counting in 2-2 (it means two of detectors are in the upper exit port and two of them in 
the lower exit port) or 3-1 scheme.  
There are two parameters to optimize the fidelity once we fix the phase and the flux of 
PDC photons; the phase of the coherent fields,  , and the pair amplitude ratio of the 
coherent state and PDC state which is given by r/|| 2   for weak fields. For the 
strong fields this ratio should be replaced by r22 sinh/||   because the magnitude of 
pair flux from PDC is dominated by the term r4sinh .  This optimization shows a 
different character for weak and strong field regimes. In the weak field regime the 
maximum fidelity is very sensitive to γ and it is a limiting factor for the total strength of 
the total signal. On the other hand, in the limit of high gain, γ takes larger values 
together with flexibility in the optimization. This makes possible the super-resolving 
phase measurements with high NOON states at much brighter light resources.   
  
III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
 
We now give our preliminary results of the theoretical fidelity of the generated NOON 
states in Figs. 2 and 3.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. (a) The fidelity of interferometer state’s N photon component with NOON state with 
N=4 for weak fields. The horizontal axis is the phase of the coherent field. The phase of PDC is 
chosen to be zero. Here the gain parameter of the PDC is 1.0r   and the pair amplitude ratio 
of the coherent state and PDC given by r/||
2   is optimized at 2.26 for the maximum 
fidelity of    %3.93NF . The maximum fidelity is reached at phases of 0 and π. This is much 
better than the case in which 0  (with down converted photons only) with a fidelity of 75% 
and the case in which 0r (coherent fields only) with a fidelity of 50%.  
(b) The fidelity profile in the limit of high gain with 5.4r  (this gain has been reported 
recently in [24]) . The black, red and blue curves are for 150 and   50 ,10  with fidelities of 
92%, 90% and 81% respectively.  It is clear from the plots that we have much more flexibility in 
pair amplitude ratio. By choosing a larger pair amplitude ratio we can reach a total flux of 
coherent state photons having approximately 4 orders of magnitude higher than PDC photons. 
For example, for 50 , when the mean number of pairs in PDC  64 101.4)5.4(sinh   we 
have 
1010  pairs of coherent state photons.  
  
 
 
Fig.3. Same with fig.2  for N=5; (a) The optimized fidelity (maximum at 91%) profile at the low 
gain limit, r=0.1 and 0.6  (b) The fidelity profile in the limit of high gain with 5.4r . The 
black, red and blue curves are the fidelity profiles for 150  and  50 ,10  respectively. The 
respective maximum fidelities are approximately 91%, 88% and 84%.  
 
In conclusion, we have shown that using stimulating coherent fields in the non-
collinear PDC generates high-NOON states at high fidelity with arbitrary intensity for   
N=4 and 5. The realistic application of NOON states in quantum metrology requires 
also high intensity flux of photons. The theoretical improvement of using coherent field 
stimulated non-collinear PDC photons over the method of mixing squeezed light with 
coherent state [21] implies a fundamental connection between  non-locality of the 
source and creation of NOON states.   The ongoing development of high gain 
parametric down conversion together with efficient detectors shows promise for 
realizing the scheme proposed in this paper.  
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